TRANSPARENT PRICING

- Upfront pricing with a fixed rate
- No hidden fees

CLEAR REPORTING AND STATEMENTS

- Monthly reporting
- No additional fees for unprocessed transactions in that month and all deposit-related fees

MULTI-CURRENCY SUPPORT

- Local currency remittances
- Over USD processing currencies
- No fees for international transactions

A STRONG PARTNER

- Quick and easy onboarding
- Advanced fraud monitoring
- Support for disputes
- PCI Level 1 Service Provider

WHAT DOES YOUR COST ACTUALLY LOOK LIKE?

When an attendee makes a payment – like their registration fee to your event – what does it actually cost to process that transaction? It’s important to understand how you’re being charged to effectively control your cost.

Hidden fees and clauses under strike, understand and often have difficulty being made clear. Statements are hard to read, often vague and specific to the processor plus a markup fee. Criteria for a qualified transaction to be qualified, processor considers a payment type, volume commitments and more.

A fee from the credit card processor plus a markup fee. Processor fees are based on the type of the transaction, card brand, and more. Additional fees include margin components, transaction fees, and service fees. Rate depends on if a fee is charged for the processor plus a markup fee. Additional fees include margin components, transaction fees, and service fees. Rate depends on if a fee is charged for the
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